In genetic association studies, investigators compare allele or genotype frequencies in unrelated case and control subjects or examine preferential allele transmissions from parents to affected offspring. In many genetic case-control studies, the collection of DNA material extends to relatives such as parents of cases. Thus, casecontrol and case-parent trio association analyses are possible. Whereas the goal of collecting genetic information from family members in a study initially designed as a case-control study is to enrich the genetic analysis, increase power, or address concern about population structure bias, methods of combining genetic data from unrelated case and control subjects with genetic trio data from the same study population are not well known. A number of hybrid approaches have been developed that utilize such data together. In this paper, the authors describe key features of genetic case-control and case-parent trio studies and review commonly used methods of genetic analysis for case-parent trio designs. In addition, they provide a pragmatic review of statistical methods and available software for existing hybrid approaches that combine various components of case-control and genetic trio data. The application of all methods is illustrated using a candidate gene study of childhood leukemia that included case-control subjects and their parents.
The case-control study design is often used to test for associations between disease and selected candidate genes or to screen thousands of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in genome-wide association studies. Alternatives to the case-control design include various family-based designs; among these, the case-parent trio design (an affected offspring and his/her parents) is frequently used. The casecontrol and case-parent trio designs have distinct advantages and disadvantages in the study of genetic association. It is not uncommon for investigators to use both designs in a study when their objective is to determine whether genetic variants contribute to the risk of disease. To increase statistical power in such studies, a number of hybrid approaches have been proposed for using data drawn from the same study population, ascertained as unrelated case-control subjects or as parent-offspring trios.
Our goals in this paper are to 1) describe the general characteristics of case-control and case-parent trio genetic association studies, contrasting some of their advantages and disadvantages; 2) briefly recall the basic analyses used in genetic case-control studies as well as the transmission disequilibrium test, which is the basis for family trio analyses; 3) report on some extensions of the transmission disequilibrium test; 4) review the available methods of analyzing genetic case-control and case-parent trio data together, with a practical emphasis on statistical techniques (and available software); and 5) illustrate results for hybrid approaches with a candidate gene study on childhood leukemia.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design options for genetic association studies
The case-control design is a natural option for genetic association studies. For example, in candidate gene studies, genes with known functions potentially relevant to the etiology of the disease are studied; genotypes at these candidate loci are compared in cases and controls to study the association with disease. The association may be causal, but linkage disequilibrium (correlation) with the true causal gene can still be an alternative explanation. An important concern with genetic association case-control studies is the possibility of population structure bias, a form of confounding that can occur when genetic ancestry is associated both with allele frequency and with disease incidence. Adjustment using race or ethnicity is common; however, goodquality information capturing subtle ancestral admixture is difficult to obtain, possibly resulting in residual confounding. For genome-wide association studies, a number of methods have been proposed (1) that utilize a set of genomic markers to control for population structure bias. These methods may work well, but they require hundreds of markers and therefore are not applicable to smaller association studies of targeted pathway candidate genes, or even for the replication phase of genome-wide association studies, which generally uses a smaller number of SNPs. Moreover, subtle population structure bias in case-control studies may not be fully corrected by these strategies (2) .
An alternative to the case-control design is the caseparent trio design, where transmission of alleles from parents to offspring is studied. Based on Mendelian inheritance principles, each parental allele has a 50% probability of being transmitted. Statistical departure from this expectation suggests that the risk allele is both associated with and linked to the disease susceptibility locus. This design has the major advantage of being robust to population structure bias because estimation of allele transmission within families, conditioning on parental genotypes, cannot be biased due to a different genetic background. In addition, family data are advantageous because certain models can test for maternally mediated and parent-of-origin effects that are particularly relevant when studying pregnancy or early-life outcomes (3) .
Other important aspects contrasting these designs relate to cost and power. The cost of genotyping is greater for the case-parent trio design (3 persons) than for the case-control design (2 persons), although it is continuously decreasing. An important concern regarding all family-based designs is the lack of information provided by homozygous parents, as explained in the Web Appendix (posted on the Journal's Web site (http://aje.oxfordjournals.org/)). In the absence of population structure bias, simulation results (4) show small gains in power for case-control analyses compared with case-parent trio analyses for common diseases with a prevalence of 14% or more and minor allele frequency exceeding 10%. However, for rare diseases with a prevalence of 0.1% or less, the case-parent trio design has considerably greater power than the case-control design across all minor allele frequency levels. Nevertheless, complex diseases are often frequent, and thus greater power is typically expected using the case-control design.
Throughout this paper, we use the example of an environmental case-control study carried out in children with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL); in a later phase of the study, DNA was collected from cases and controls (5-7), as well as from case parents, but also from control parents to check for Mendelian inheritance. In particular, we were interested in a functional polymorphism in the NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO1) gene involving a change from the common C allele to the T allele at position 609 (NQO1 C609T). Results from the case-parent trio analysis have shown an increased risk of ALL with transmission of the variant allele (8) . Table 1 shows the available genotyped data for this variant from the case and control subjects and their parents.
Analysis of genetic variants using unrelated subjects in the case-control design Regardless of whether a single biallelic SNP is under consideration in a candidate gene study or thousands in genome-wide association studies, analyses are usually carried out 1 SNP at a time, with subsequent adjustment for multiple testing (9, 10) . In this analysis, cases and controls are assigned to one of 3 SNP genotype categories (3 3 2 table): the wild type (CC) and the heterozygous (CT) and variant homozygous (TT) groups. In the general genotype model, odds ratios are estimated for the CT and TT genotypes using the wild type, CC, as the reference category. Equivalently, the association is modeled using logistic regression; 2 indicator variables x 1 and x 2 are created for the CT and TT genotypes, respectively. Parameter estimates (b 1 and b 2 ) correspond to the log odds ratios for the CT and TT genotypes, respectively, with the wild type constituting the reference category. The null hypothesis of no overall association (b 1 ¼ b 2 ¼ 0) is tested using a likelihood ratio test or a Wald test with 2 degrees of freedom.
Another approach is the log-additive model (multiplicative on the odds ratio scale), where a single gene-dose variable G is created for the genotype (coded as G ¼ 0 for CC, G ¼ 1 for CT, and G ¼ 2 for TT, corresponding to the number of copies of the T allele). This model assumes that the effect of the CT genotype lies between the effects of the 2 homozygous groups. This is referred to as a gene-dosage 
The regression coefficient b estimates the effect of CT versus CC, and 2b estimates that of TT versus CC. The null hypothesis (b ¼ 0) can be tested using a score test that is equivalent to the Cochran-Armitage test for trend routinely used in genome-wide association studies (9) .
Family-based analysis of genetic variants using the case-parent trio design
The transmission disequilibrium test (11) examines whether an allele at a locus is preferentially transmitted from the parents to the affected offspring. Information on how to estimate and interpret the transmission disequilibrium test is shown with the ALL data as an example in the Web Appendix.
Many variants of and extensions to the transmission disequilibrium test have been proposed (1); for example, these can be applied in studies of quantitative outcomes (e.g., blood pressure), in studies of family units other than the case-parent trio (e.g., a case and his/her siblings), when the genetic variant has more than 2 forms of an allele at a locus, and when there are missing data (a missing parent in trios, for example). Generalizations of the transmission disequilibrium test include family-based association tests (FBAT) (4), conditional logistic regression (12), the conditional-on-parental-genotype (CPG) approach (13) , and Poisson log-linear regression (14) .
With the conditional logistic regression method, the observed case offspring genotype is used to create a risk set with pseudocontrols formed from the 3 remaining possible offspring genotypes that are compatible with the parents' genotypes (12) . This formulation is not discussed further, since it is not used as such in the hybrid models. The CPG likelihood (13) models the probability of the offspring genotype, conditional on the maternal (G M ) and paternal (G F ) genotypes, as a function of the genotype relative risk (GRR) parameters R 1 and R 2 . With the offspring genotype score G coded 0, 1, or 2, R g denotes the GRR for g copies of the variant allele versus 0 copies, such that R 0 ¼ 1 with
Assuming a gene-dose model, the CPG likelihood reduces to log R G ¼ bG:
In contrast with the CPG likelihood, the Poisson loglinear regression approach (14) conditions only on child's disease status to model the expected counts of all possible child and parental genotype categories, as illustrated in Web Table 1 (http://aje.oxfordjournals.org/). There are 27 possible combinations of G M , G F , and G (3 3 ¼ 27), but only 15 are genetically possible. The joint genotypes of G M and G F are referred to as a ''mating type,'' and under certain assumptions 6 are used in the model. The expected count E(g G M ,G F ,G ) for each possible combination of G M , G F , and G with a gene-dose specification is modeled as
The mating type parameters l are not themselves of interest but constrain the fitted total to equal the observed total count (15); exp(b) is the relative risk associated with the offspring genotype, and the term ln(2)
is an offset (see Wilcox et al. (15)).
Hybrid models
It is useful to classify the hybrid approaches into 2 groups: 1) extensions of the likelihood models just described, where a single GRR parameter is estimated from a model including case trios and unrelated subjects (16) (17) (18) ; and 2) methods that combine distinct estimates from separate analyses of unrelated case-control subjects and family trios to obtain an overall estimate of genetic risk (19, 20) . It is this single or overall estimate that justifies the use of hybrid approaches on the basis of potential increased efficiency.
In these approaches, it is important to distinguish between analyses that use either case-control or case-parent trio genotype data or both. The latter situation occurs when cases from trios are also included in the case-control analysis, the parental data being ignored. However, the respective estimates from case-control and case-parent trio analyses will be correlated when the same subjects are used in both analyses, and methods that combine these estimates need to account for resulting correlation. Moreover, the GRR estimate from the case-parent trio analysis is immune to population structure bias, through conditioning on parental genotype data (provided that they are complete), while the odds ratio resulting from the case-control analysis is not. Valid application of the hybrid approaches therefore requires that population structure be addressed. Below we describe the essential features of 5 hybrid approaches, summarized in Table 2 and applied to the ALL data in Table 3 . All of the methods use standard categorical data distribution assumptions.
Methods estimating a single risk parameter using all subjects. The earliest method, that of Nagelkerke et al. (16) , presents a likelihood as a product of terms with independent components for each of 1) case offspring CPG data, 2) parents of cases, 3) additional controls, and 4) cases without parental data. Assuming a multiplicative model, a single GRR parameter is estimated from a Poisson regression model with appropriate coding (16) .
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where p is the allele frequency and R is the GRR assuming a gene-dose model. Epstein et al. (17) generalized this likelihood approach to allow more flexible modeling of allele effects (multiplicative, additive, dominant, and recessive models) and less restrictive assumptions about the distribution of parental mating types and genotypes (such as not requiring random mating and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium). In both approaches (16, 17) , case parents are not used twice, which would result in nonindependent units of analysis. The trio unit contributes to a first probability estimating the offspring genotype conditional on the parental genotypes and to a second independent probability for the parental genotypes.
Another hybrid model (18) augments case trios with parents of controls using log-linear Poisson regression models. The approach assumes neither Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium nor random mating.
where D ¼ 1 for affected offspring and D ¼ 0 for control families; l j are the mating type parameters; exp(b) is the relative risk associated with case offspring genotype; and c corresponds to the logarithm of a stratification and normalization parameter related to the disease status of the offspring. Both Nagelkerke et al. (16) and Epstein et al. (17) use unrelated controls to increase efficiency, but these do not contribute information towards the GRR estimates. Similarly, the control parents used by Weinberg and Umbach (18) do not contribute to the estimation of the GRR parameters but do contribute to increased efficiency of analyses. More specifically, these 3 approaches gain efficiency with additional subjects by increasing the precision of inference on mating type frequencies in the population, either partially (16, 17) or directly (18) . Unrelated cases with no parental data can provide information used in estimation of GRR parameters and are included in the papers by Nagelkerke et al. (16) and Epstein et al. (17) . Kazeem and Farrall (19) , and a comparable log odds ratio is estimated in the paper by Chen and Lin (20) , using logistic regression with a gene-dose model. Kazeem and Farrall (19) , in their caseparent trio analyses, use transmission counts to estimate an odds ratio, whereas Chen and Lin (20) apply the CPG likelihood to estimate a GRR. The estimates obtained from separate analyses are combined into an overall risk estimate. Kazeem and Farrall (19) assume independence between unrelated subject and case-parent trio estimates and use a simple linear combination of log-transformed odds ratios weighted by corresponding standard errors. This approach is appropriate only when different cases are used in unrelated case-control and case-parent trio analyses. For example, in our investigation, we used cases from incomplete trios (compared with controls) in the unrelated analysis and cases from complete trios in the case-parent trio family analysis (Table 3) . In contrast, the method of Chen and Lin (20) includes the same case subjects in both case-control and case-parent trio analyses, but uses a robust variance estimate to adjust for the correlation between the 2 risk estimates. Chen and Lin (20) then apply a weighted least squares approach to combine the odds ratio and GRR estimates. The weights are a function of the odds ratio and GRR variance and robust covariance estimates.
Population structure bias testing. All authors proposing hybrid approaches emphasize that the overall estimate, whether obtained as a single estimate or after combining separate estimates, is valid only if population structure bias is absent. Nagelkerke et al. (16) describe a possible comparison between the odds ratio obtained from unrelated subjects and the GRR obtained from family trios but do not implement it. Epstein et al. (17) acknowledge that the most direct test for population structure bias would require comparing the equality of mating type distribution for each data source (case-control and family); however, the mating type distribution cannot be identified for unrelated cases and controls without parental data. Epstein et al. propose an alternative approach wherein they compare the risk estimate obtained from the trios (which is assumed to be valid) with the estimate resulting from a comparison of case parents to controls, or with the estimate resulting from a comparison of cases without parental information to controls. Only if these estimates are compatible can data from unrelated subjects and family trios be combined to obtain a single overall estimate. To assess population structure bias, Weinberg and Umbach (18) propose methods that compare the distribution of mating types between case parents and control parents.
In the second class of hybrid methods, Kazeem and Farrall (19) describe a test for homogeneity of odds ratios to detect differences between odds ratio estimates from unrelated and case-parent trio subjects. Chen and Lin (20) compare odds ratio (case-control) and GRR (case-parent trios) estimates from logistic regression and the CPG likelihood, respectively. For rare diseases, the former estimates are expected to be similar. All hybrid methods assume sufficient statistical power to detect population structure bias.
Software programs for combining case-control and caseparent trio genetic data. All of the statistical techniques used in the hybrid methods are familiar to epidemiologists, although the input of family data for analysis may be different from that for case-control studies. For all methods discussed in this paper, authors made available sufficient information for carrying out the analyses (see Table 2 and the Web Appendix for additional details).
RESULTS
In the application of the methods to the ALL data (Table 3) , potentially valid overall estimates were obtained, as tests for population structure bias were comfortably nonsignificant. The marginally nonsignificant result for 1 method (19) may be due to the widely different groups required to have independent units in the case-control and case-parent trio analyses. Whether the overall estimate was obtained as a single estimate or as a combination of separate estimates from unrelated subjects and trios, all were compatible with each other and showed an increased risk of leukemia associated with the NQO1 variant.
Among the methods providing a single estimate, the estimates were larger and clearly significant with the Nagelkerke et al. (16) and Epstein et al. (17) methods, both including cases with no parents (founder cases) and controls in their analyses. A slightly lower relative risk estimate was obtained with the Weinberg and Umbach method (18) , the only one to use parents of control children.
For the case-control analyses in the second class of hybrid models, different estimates were obtained with the Kazeem and Farrall (19) and Chen and Lin (20) methods because each used a different set of subjects for comparisons. However, odds ratios for ALL associated with the studied NQO1 variant were increased with both case-control analyses and had smaller standard errors than the trio estimates. The casecontrol estimates were also larger than the single or overall estimates, but the latter were more precise.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we reviewed methods for combining genetic association analyses using a case-control or case-parent trio design in the same study population, where the goal is to determine whether a particular variant contributes to the incidence of disease. A number of methods, developed to efficiently use all data from these designs, were described and illustrated using the study of a genetic variant in childhood leukemia. These methods differ from currently available meta-analysis methods in that they do not require independent samples. After the null hypothesis of no population structure was not rejected, results were obtained from hybrid analyses as a single GRR parameter or a combined one from distinct case-control and case-parent trio estimates. These hybrid estimates were more precise than those obtained from separate analyses of unrelated and related subjects.
All of the methods described here are easy to apply, but there are other aspects to consider, such as the cost of collecting and genotyping trio data. However, it is likely that the main incentive for collecting such extensive data is related to validity of inferences. Case-control studies may have become the preferred design for genetic association studies, but the validity of inferences based on family transmission of alleles makes these results attractive. The ability to then combine case-control and case-parent trio genotype results in order to gain efficiency, and to formally check for population structure bias using these models, are positive features. Note that with 1 exception (18), the proposed tests for population structure cannot distinguish between confounding by differences in genotype frequency between the case-control and case-parent trio samples (population structure) and true heterogeneity of effects. Nevertheless, in practice the test will be a useful indication of whether to pool the data or not, because if either condition exists, pooling would not be appropriate.
Additional considerations are effect modification and the addition of other risk factors in the models. To our knowledge, only Weinberg and Umbach (18) explicitly discussed the option of including the main effect of a dichotomous exposure variable applying to the family unit. The software used with this approach (21) also easily allows for the incorporation of modifiers. As for the other models, extensions would be needed. Another consideration is that none of the 2 methods providing combined overall estimates could presently deal with missing data, leading to a lessthan-optimal use of such models given this common occurrence with trios. As for the methods generating a single estimate, only 2 (17, 18) provided the option of including trios with missing parental genotype, with the latter also allowing the inclusion of trios with missing offspring genotype. Finally, other aspects such as the possibility of including more types of available subjects (e.g., control trios) in the single or overall estimates also deserve consideration, as well as extension of the methods to larger pedigrees.
Researchers conducting simulation studies (17, 18, 20) concluded that hybrid analyses are more powerful than separate case-control and case-parent trio analyses. Given this observation, in conclusion, we ask ourselves which hybrid design to use.
In comparisons among the first class of models, we note that while the Nagelkerke et al. (16) method is possibly the simplest to apply, the method proposed by Epstein et al. (17) is more flexible, as it involves weaker assumptions, allows more general genetic models, and can account for missing data. It also provides a test for population stratification. Simulation results carried out by Weinberg and Umbach (18) show greater statistical power for their method in comparison with that of Epstein et al. (17) using case trios and unrelated controls without parents. However, with the method of Epstein et al. (17) , cases without parents can be included, resulting in a certain gain of power. To test for population stratification, Weinberg and Umbach's method (18) allows a direct comparison of mating type distribution between the control parents and the case parents. In comparison, Epstein et al. (17) test for population stratification only indirectly by comparing the compatibility of estimates from unrelated subjects with the trio estimate. Of course, collecting DNA from 2 control parents, as in the Weinberg and Umbach method (18) , in comparison with DNA from 1 control using the method of Epstein et al. (17) , comes with a greater cost. Based on simulations carried out by Chen and Lin (20) , comparing their method with that of Epstein et al. (17) , the power to detect heterogeneity of effects or population structure was similar, and although it was judged satisfactory, power can be low for modest effect differences unless the sample size is sufficiently large. Further work is needed to determine which approach has more power to test for population stratification.
Comparing methods within the second class of hybrid methods, Chen and Lin (20) generalized the method illustrated by Kazeem and Farrall (19) , so there is no obvious advantage in using the latter, other than its simplicity.
Finally, comparing the first and second class of hybrid models (essentially Epstein et al. (17) and Weinberg and Umbach (18) vs. Chen and Lin (20) ), the latter method (20) has a rare disease assumption and at this time cannot be used with missing data. Simulations show that this method (20) and that of Epstein et al. (17) are comparable for a multiplicative model with a common variant or a dominant model with a rare variant, but the former is more powerful for a dominant model with a common variant. However, the method of Epstein et al. (17) is more powerful for a multiplicative/recessive model with a rare variant and a recessive model with a common variant. Overall, the choice among these 3 approaches would depend in part on the availability of control parents, the minor allele frequency, and the genetic model that is assumed.
Finally, since we started this work, a few additional reports with similar methods have been published (22) (23) (24) , underscoring that this is an active area of statistical methodological development for genetic epidemiology.
